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His long-time biographer charts his life and how he grew from a diamond and plastics trader into one of
the most formidable industrialists in India

My first meeting with Gautambhai was extremely pleasant. It is still fresh in my

memory. He was affable (and continues to be so). He did not, and does not, speak

much, except when required.

One reason is that he continues to be very self-conscious about his English (my

own Gujarati, the language he was most comfortable with, is extremely limited).

Another reason is his reluctance to speak; he would rather focus on listening. And

he is incredibly good at maintaining relationships...

As I studied Gautambhai closely, five factors stand out which make him different

from many other industrialists in India, and possibly the world. The first is his

unwillingness to raise funds from an investing public till a business has begun

generating money. Undoubtedly, such an approach does allow him to get higher

valuations at the time of raising funds through the issuing of shares.

But, more importantly, Gautambhai is known to follow a policy of not forcing risks

on others. When a business deal goes wrong, he will try to help the person/client

with other opportunities which will help them tide over the losses they have

made in the past. This, in turn, has nurtured a sense of loyalty towards

Gautambhai in a way that many other industrialists have not been able to

command or nurture.
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How Adani surpassed Ambani
At the beginning of 2020, Ambani was way ahead of Adani (figures
in $ billion)

Source: Bloomberg Billionaires Index

 A Flourish chart (https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/11203841/?

utm_source=showcase&utm_campaign=visualisation/11203841)

The second is his ability to build and maintain relationships. He does not like

going back on any deal that he has entered into. Nor does he try to buy out or

squeeze out his partners. His motto is simple. He would like to keep his partners

with him all through the journey.

If some partner wants to leave, he will try to dissuade them. But if they still insist

on leaving, Gautambhai will not stop them. When a deal does not work out the

way it was expected to, Gautambhai usually sits down with the partner and

arrives at a resolution — either the business grows to the levels which are

acceptable to Gautambhai, or it is shut down. The two partners invariably part

ways amicably.

There are hardly any non-compete agreements that he has asked his partners to

enter, as far as my exposure to various business heads goes. He succeeds in

maintaining relationships even if common sense might demand a re-evaluation of

relationships. Take for instance the Adani-Wilmar venture story. It is a 50:50

venture, where Wilmar and Adani hold equal stakes.

Not once — since it was set up in January 1999 — has Gautambhai entertained

any desire to make his stake go up and make Wilmar the junior partner. He

believes that businesses grow when competence marries enterprise. And if the

other party combines competence with enterprise and enters into a relationship

with the Adani Group, a 50:50 relationship is the most desirable.
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India's richest people
Wealth as released by Hurun India Rich List 2022

Change
Wealth in

Currently, Adani-Wilmar is one of the top five players in the FMCG sector in India.

It is the largest seller of edible oil. And yet the relationship survives, and is

thriving. And as the following pages will show, the 50:50 formula has been the

hallmark of many other relationships as well.

Maintaining relationships extends even beyond family and his corporate group.

His relationships with political and social leaders, across all types of party lines,

have made him acceptable to every government. He has concluded projects

under the Congress government, the Bharatiya Janata Party government, the

National Democratic Alliance, the left parties in Kerala and even the mercurial

Mamata Banerjee of the Trinamool Congress in West Bengal.
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West Bengal has become extremely important for Gautam Adani because he has

emerged as the highest bidder for West Bengal’s Tajpur deep-sea port. And he

has bid for other ports as well. In a much-publicised speech in that state,

Gautambhai promised to invest Rs 10,000 crore in West Bengal and create 25,000

jobs…

The profits of Adani group

The profits of Ambani group
Group comprises 207 companies, down from 220 in FY20
Figures in Rs crore
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The third factor which differentiates Gautambhai from many other Indian

industrialists is that he does not block the chances for anyone to grow or compete

with him. Unlike some other Indian industrialists who like to block the growth of

competitors, Adani likes to push himself harder to grow faster than those who

want to compete with him. Sometimes, this ability to push himself makes him

take risks that many would call foolhardy.
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But like most shrewd traders-turned-entrepreneurs, he knows how to hedge his

risks and how to take steps to mitigate any resultant losses. This is what

happened when he persuaded the government to create a rail link policy for

ports, which would allow ports to build their own railway lines to connect to the

national railway network. Obviously, he wanted this for the Mundra Port

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/pakistan/whatpakistans-gwadar-can-

learn-from-indias-mundraport/articleshow/93800219.cms), but he did not get

exclusive benefits. It was a policy change for the country.

The fourth factor is that he is of the firm belief that when a corporate group’s

interests are closely aligned with national interests, growth can be assured. Of

course, other management inputs also matter, especially project implementation

capability, finance and strategic vision.

Gautam Adani's biographer says he is unwilling to raise funds from an investing public till a business has begun generating money

But aligning with a country’s interests is crucial. This started with coal, ports,

agriculture and logistics, and now with defence as well.

There are times when ports, defence and national strategies get blended to give

this group unusual advantages and heft.

The last and the fifth factor, he respects fair play. In some cases, where he

wanted to buy out a shareholder, he paid him more than what the market price

was. This is what happened when Gautambhai had to request the state

government of Gujarat to give up its stake in the Mundra Port.
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As AD Desai, IAS (Retd), formerly vice-chairman (VC) and chief executive officer

(CEO), GMB; formerly secretary ports, Government of Gujarat, explains, “At a

time when Gujarat was marked by minor state ports (Kandla was under the

central government), Mr Adani marketed to the state government the vision of

how more ports would catalyse the state’s economy... When the government

wanted to allot the port to the highest bidder, he was able to demonstrate his

credentials which included a captive jetty and road. The result is that Gujarat’s

port capacity has increased from 24 million MT in 1996 to 280 million MT in

2012…”
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Gautam Adani: The man who can't think small

(https://m.timesofindia.com/india/gautam-adani-the-man-whocant-think-

small/articleshow/94423167.cms)
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Amit (http://mytimes.indiatimes.com/profile/jaing8optics)
Forgot to mention one more quality - close friendship with the current rulling king !!!!

15 3 REPLY

Anil Dharan (http://mytimes.indiatimes.com/profile/anildharan)
LOL. Paid article by IT Cell member. His ONLY quality is the ability to get free Loans of Public Money in State Banks from his old pal Feku. Every
com...
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Ulhas Kulkarni (http://mytimes.indiatimes.com/profile/ulhasdk)
Years ago, Industrialists Tatas & Birlas used to the icon of wealth in India. Now it's Ambani & Adani.
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